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Structural biomarkers in the cerebrospinal fluid within 24h
after a traumatic spinal cord injury: a descriptive analysis
of 16 subjects

MH Pouw1, BK Kwon2, MM Verbeek3,4, PE Vos5, A van Kampen1, CG Fisher2, J Street2, SJ Paquette2,
MF Dvorak2, MC Boyd2, AJF Hosman1 and H van de Meent6

Study design: Prospective cohort study.
Objectives: To characterize the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) concentrations of glial fibrillary acidic protein, neuron specific enolase
(NSE), S-100b, tau and neurofilament heavy chain (NFH) within 24h of an acute traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI), and to correlate
these concentrations with the baseline severity of neurologic impairment as graded by the American Spinal Injury Association
impairment scale (AIS).
Methods: A lumbar puncture was performed to obtain CSF from 16 acute traumatic SCI patients within 24h post injury. Neurological
examinations were performed within 24h of injury and again at 6 or 12 months post injury. The correlations between the CSF
concentrations and initial AIS were calculated by using Pearson correlation coefficients. In addition, an independent Student’s t-test
was used to test for differences in CSF concentrations between patients of different AIS grades.
Results: The CSF NSE concentrations were significantly correlated with the baseline neurologic impairment being either ‘motor
complete’ (AIS A, B) or ‘motor incomplete’ (AIS C, D) (r¼0.520, Po0.05). The mean S-100b concentration in motor complete
patients was significantly higher compared with motor incomplete patients; 377.2mg l�1 (s.d.±523mg l�1) vs 57.1mg l�1

(s.d.±56mg l�1) (Po0.05), respectively. Lastly, the mean NFH concentration in motor complete patients was significantly higher
compared with motor incomplete patient, 11813ng l�1 (s.d.±16195ng l�1) vs 1446.8ng l�1 (s.d.±1533ng l�1), (Po0.05),
respectively.
Conclusion: In this study we identified differences in the structural CSF biomarkers NSE, S-100b and NFH between motor complete
and motor incomplete SCI patients. Our data showed no clear differences in any of the protein concentrations between the different
AIS grades.
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INTRODUCTION

In traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI), much effort has been put
into the evaluation of SCI severity and the prediction of neuro-
logic recovery. Interventions intended to improve neurologic
function following SCI include pharmacological,1 surgical2 and
rehabilitation3 approaches. Unequivocally demonstrating the
neurologic efficacy of these interventions in clinical trials has, to
date, been challenging. Contributing to this difficulty has been the
considerable variability in spontaneous neurologic recovery that
occurs among SCI patients of the same ASIA impairment scale
(AIS) grade. Measures to better stratify injury severity and precisely
predict eventual neurologic recovery would be extremely valuable in
the evaluation of novel pharmacologic or surgical interventions for
acute SCI.4,5

Following a traumatic SCI, the initial severity of neurologic
impairment is the best predictor of long-term neurologic outcome.6

The assessment of neurologic impairment in accordance with the
ISNCSCI (International Standards for Neurological Classification of
Spinal Cord Injury) is considered to be most reliable and prognostic
when conducted 72h after the initial trauma.7 Before the 72h
post-injury mark, several factors such as spinal shock, medical
instability or concomitant injuries affect the reliability of the
neurological examination.8 Furthermore, even with a reliable
baseline neurologic examination performed acutely after injury, the
extent of spontaneous recovery among SCI patients with the same AIS
grade is extremely variable.4 This variability in natural recovery forces
investigators to enroll large numbers of patients into clinical trials of
acute SCI therapies. Therefore, an accurate diagnostic–prognostic test,
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which more precisely predicts the neurologic outcome would greatly
facilitate the conduct of such clinical trials.9

A new approach for evaluating the extent of spinal cord damage in
the acute phase is the measurement of specific neural proteins within
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).10 Trauma to the spinal cord causes an
acute disruption of the spinal cord parenchyma. This is followed by a
secondary axonal degeneration and further degeneration or death of
nerve cells by either apoptosis or necrosis, processes that may last
from days to weeks. As the spinal cord is surrounded by CSF, damage
to the spinal cord releases proteins and metabolites from the nervous
tissue into the CSF. This process allows for the study of ‘biomarkers’
in the CSF.10–13 Although, several studies have been published
concerning the use of biomarkers in CSF of patients with traumatic
brain injury, only few studies exist in the field of SCI.10 The potential
of this approach in traumatic SCI was recently demonstrated by using
the CSF concentration of several inflammatory cytokines and
structural proteins such as S100b, tau and glial fibrillary acidic
protein (GFAP) in patients within 24h post injury.9 However, several
other promising markers like neuron specific enolase (NSE) and
neurofilament heavy chain (NFH) have not prospectively been
investigated in SCI patients within 24h post injury.10

Therefore, the main purpose of the current study was to determine
if the 24h post-injury CSF concentrations of a number of structural
markers (GFAP, NSE, S-100b, tau and NFH) correlated with the
baseline AIS grade of patients with an acute traumatic SCI. We also
sought to establish the relationship between these proteins and
neurologic recovery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Two level 1 trauma centers (Nijmegen, the Netherlands and Vancouver,

Canada) prospectively recruited patients with complete or incomplete trau-

matic SCI between 2007 and 2011. Patients were recruited on the basis of the

following inclusion criteria: 18 years or older; blunt SCI between C2 and T12;

presentation and operative decompression and/or stabilization within 24 h of

injury; and the ability to undergo a valid, reliable neurological examination

according to the ISNCSCI.14 Patients were excluded if they had concomitant

major trauma to the chest, pelvis and/or extremities requiring immediate

invasive intervention, or if they suffered from pre-existent neurodegenerative

disorders. Furthermore, eye opening and verbal response according to the

Glasgow Coma Scale had to be 4 and 6, respectively. All patients provided

informed consent (third-party assent was not allowed).

All patients underwent a neurological assessment according to the ISNCSCI

by a certified physician or study nurse having at least 1 year of experience in

examining patients with SCI. They were classified as: AIS grade A (no motor or

sensory function preservation in the sacral segments S4–S5), AIS grade B

(sensory but not motor function preservation below the neurological level of

injury (NLI) and includes the sacral segments S4–S5), AIS grade C (motor

function preservation below the NLI, and more than half of the key muscles

below the NLI have a muscle grade less than 3) or AIS grade D (motor

function preservation below the NLI, and at least half of the key muscles below

the NLI have a muscle grade of 3 or more).14

The study protocols were approved by the respective local ethics committees

and were registered within the Dutch or American clinical trial registries

(trialregister.nl identifier NTR1381, clinicaltrials.gov identifier NCT00135278).

Analyses
CSF samples were obtained under supervision of the spine surgeon. Using

strict aseptic technique in laterally positioned patients, lumbar punctures were

performed at L3–L4 or L4–L5, and a 3–5ml sample of CSF was obtained in a

polypropylene tube. In Vancouver, the lumbar puncture was followed by

insertion of intrathecal catheter (PERIFIX Custom Epidural Anesthesia Kit;

B. Braun Medical Inc., Bethlehem, PA, USA). Samples were drawn from this

catheter using a strict sterile technique every 6–8 h. The first samples from

those patients, punctured within 24h post injury, were included in this

analysis. Within 1 h of acquisition, samples were centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for

5min and the supernatant was immediately stored at �80 1C until analyzed.

For the biochemical analysis, we used previously described sandwich ELISAs

for following CNS-specific proteins: NFH, tau, GFAP, S-100b and NSE.15–19

Levels of NFHp35 were determined using a modified version of the

sandwich ELISA. In summary, the microtiter plates were coated with mouse

anti-phosphorylated NFHp35 antibodies (SMI35; Sternberger Monoclonals

Inc., Sanbio, Uden, The Netherlands) and subsequently incubated with bovine

NFHp35 standard (ICN, Burlingame, CA, USA) or CSF samples, polyclonal

rabbit anti-NFHp35 antibody (Affiniti Research Products, Exeter, UK) and

with polyclonal peroxidase-labeled goat anti-rabbit antibodies (Jackson,

Immunoresearch, Westgrove, PA, USA). Tetramethylbenzidine was used as a

substrate in the peroxidase reaction, and absorbance was read at 450 nm. Tris-

buffered saline (pH 8.9) was used as a washing and dilution buffer. The

detection limit of the assay was calculated as the meanþ 3 s.d. of the zero

standard signal from 34 measurements, and was determined to be 17ng l�1.

Mean recovery of the assay was 91.2% (n¼ 14). The intra-assay variation

coefficient (VC) was 8.3% at a concentration of 71ng l�1 (n¼ 12), 22.5% at a

concentration of 38ng l�1 (n¼ 12) and 2.8% at a concentration of 423 ng l�1

(n¼ 12). The interassay VC was 18% at a concentration of 35 ng l�1

(n¼ 18).20

Both NSE and S-100b concentrations were analyzed in an immunolumino-

metric assay (Byk Sangtec, Dietzenbach, Germany) by using the Liaison

automated analyzer (Byk Sangtec). The assays were linear up to 200mg l�1

(NSE) and 30mg l�1 (S-100b). The interassay VCs were o5.3% (NSE) and

o11% (S100B). CSF GFAP was measured by using a homemade sandwich

ELISA21,22 (linear up to 250mg l�1; interassay VC o14%). CSF tau was

measured by using the Innotest hTau assay (Innogenetics, Gent, Belgium;

linearity up to 1200 pg l�1; interassay VC o6.0%).

The reference CSF concentration ranges were: NSE o17.5mg l�1, Tau

o300 ng l�1, GFAP o1.5mg l�1, S-100b o3.3mg l�1 and NFH o115ng l�1.

The reference ranges for the above structural biomarkers in CSF were

determined by analysis of CSF in patients who were examined for a

neurological disorder, but were diagnosed with either a systemic disease

without neurological manifestations (for example, with tension-type headache

or depression). As additional requirements, all routine analyses (for example,

cell count, glucose, lactate, total protein, blood pigments, oligoclonal IgG

bands) had to be in the normal range for each patient to be regarded as

control.16,18,20,21,23

Neurological outcomes
Neurological examinations were conducted according to the ISCNSCI stan-

dards.24 All patients with an acute phase neurological examination (within the

first 24h after the injury) were included for the analysis. In addition, chronic

phase (6 or 12 months) measurements had to be performed in each patient.25

On the basis of the ASIA sensory and motor scores, the level of injury and AIS

grade were determined.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 15.0 for windows. Data were

presented as mean (s.d.) unless stated otherwise. We tested for a correlation

between CSF concentrations and age as well by calculating Pearson correlation

coefficients. Spearman’s rank or Pearson’s correlations test were also calculated

between the CSF concentrations and initial motor complete (AIS A and B) or

incomplete SCI patients (AIS C and D). An independent Student’s t-test was

used to test for differences in CSF concentrations between patients of different

AIS grades. The AIS grades were considered as the gold standard for SCI

severity. In addition, the initial mean CSF concentrations were compared

between the different AIS grades 6 or 12 months post injury.

RESULTS

A total of 23 patients who were admitted to one of the trauma centers
following blunt traumatic SCI were considered. Seven patients were
excluded, three because the time of injury to CSF sampling was
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424h, two because the 6 or 12 months post-injury neurological
assessments were missing and two because their CSF samples were
grossly contaminated with blood. A total of 16 patients were thus
included. In one of these 16 patients (case 13), there was an
insufficient amount of CSF obtained to measure the NFH concentra-
tion; the measurement of the other CSF proteins in this patient were
included in the overall analysis of the other CSF proteins.
Ten patients were male and the mean age of the included patients

was 46 years (range, 18–84). The mechanism of injury was a fall from
height in the majority of the patients. The AIS grades were A (n¼ 7),
B (n¼ 2), C (n¼ 4) and D (n¼ 3). In addition, the mean time of
injury to CSF sampling was 14h (range, 3–24h). See Table 1.
For each patient, the CSF concentrations of NSE, S-100b, GFAP,

NFH and Tau are listed in Table 1. These concentrations are stratified
by the baseline level of neurologic impairment (AIS A, B, C or D) in
Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the concentrations of all of the proteins
are generally highest in the most severely injured (AIS A), and then
tend to decrease in each of the less severe AIS grades. The only
exception was NFH, where the mean concentration was 11 636 ng l�1

in the AIS A and 12 431 ng l�1 in the AIS B patients (although it
should be acknowledged that there were only two patients with AIS B
injuries).
The mean NSE concentration in motor complete patients (AIS A

and B) was significantly higher compared with motor incomplete
patients (AIS C and D); 83.7mg l�1 (s.d.±75mg l�1) vs 25.3mg l�1

(s.d.±17mg l�1) (Po0.05), respectively. In addition, the mean
S-100b concentration in motor complete patients was significantly
higher compared with motor incomplete patients; 377.2mg l�1

(s.d.±523mg l�1) vs 57.1mg l�1 (s.d.±56mg l�1) (Po0.05), respec-
tively. Finally, the mean NFH concentration in motor complete
patients was significantly higher compared with motor
incomplete patient, 11 813 ng l�1 (s.d.±16195 ng l�1) vs
1446.8 ng l�1 (s.d.±1533ng l�1), (Po0.05), respectively.
When comparing the mean CSF concentrations by AIS grade

within 24h post injury, the mean concentrations of all the biomarkers
were lower when the AIS grade was less severe (that is, AIS C and D).

Although CSF concentrations were the lowest in the AIS C and D
patients, only the NSE and S-100b differed significantly (Po0.05)
between AIS A and AIS C or D patients. In addition, only S-100b and
NFH concentrations differed significantly (Po0.05) between AIS B
and AIS C patients. Finally, the GFAP and S-100b concentrations were
lower (Po0.05) in AIS D patients compared with AIS C patients
(Table 2).
No significant differences in CSF concentrations were observed

between males and females, nor was there a significant correlation
between CSF concentrations and age. Only the NSE concentrations
had a significant correlation with patients being motor complete or
incomplete (r¼ 0.520, Po0.05) within 24h post injury. When
comparing the correlation between the time of injury with CSF
sampling and the biomarker concentrations in all the 16 subjects, no
significant correlations were indentified. However, in the seven AIS A
patients, statistically significant correlations were identified between
the time post injury when the CSF samples were obtained and the
CSF concentrations for NSE (r¼ 0.897, Po0.05), S-100b (r¼ 0.863,
Po0.05) and NFH (r¼ 0.782, Po0.05).
Finally, the concentrations of S-100b,GFAP and Tau were lower in

AIS A patients who improved in their AIS grade as compared with
AIS A patients who remained AIS A. Interestingly, GFAP and Tau
concentrations in AIS A patients who remained AIS A at follow-up,
were 9.6 and 2.5 times higher, respectively, compared with the GFAP
and Tau concentrations in AIS A patients who neurologically
‘converted’ to an AIS B. See Table 3.

DISCUSSION

In this study, when stratifying patients as motor complete (AIS AþB)
versus motor incomplete (AIS CþD), there were significant
differences in NSE, S100b and NFH concentrations within the CSF.
With the small number of patients in this analysis, there was no
significant difference in any of the proteins when comparing between
the individual AIS grades.
The CSF concentrations of all the proteins examined were elevated

in the SCI patients as compared with uninjured controls irrespective

Table 1 Demographic data

Case Center Age at injury

(years)

Sex Cause of

injury

Interval injury-CSF

sampling (h)

NLI AIS vac

grade

AIS ch

grade

NSE

(mg l�1)

S-100b

(mg l�1)

GFAP

(mg l�1)

NFH

(ng l�1)

Tau

(ng l�1)

1 Nijmegen 48 M MVA 4.25 C6 A A 29.8 110 704 7911 258

2 Nijmegen 36 M MVA 15.17 T9 A A 72 477.3 4797 2500 372

3 Vancouver 47 M MVA 19.67 T12 A A 221.9 1586 24769 23409 2400

4 Nijmegen 46 F Fall 7.45 C5 A A 11.4 2.1 1.7 155 200

5 Nijmegen 20 M Fall 3.00 T10 A A 23.7 13.6 12.7 259 300

6 Vancouver 45 F Fall 20.5 C6 A B 193.8 781 1246 47170 402

7 Nijmegen 24 M Fall 3.5 C6 A B 45.1 12.9 14.1 50 153

8 Vancouver 34 M Fall 23.42 C6 B C 84.3 297 384 22510 427

9 Vancouver 38 M Hit by tree branch 16.58 C5 B D 71 115 773.9 2353 384

10 Vancouver 66 M Fall 18.67 C4 C C 12.2 21.2 42.1 597 152

11 Vancouver 59 M Fall 24.00 T11 C D 55.9 124 116.7 2265 388

12 Vancouver 58 F Fall 24.00 C6 C D 37,5 69.6 896 4194 207

13 Nijmegen 47 F Fall 8.83 C4 C D 25.9 140 250 NA 270

14 Nijmegen 72 M Fall 13.5 C5 D D 28 38 193 1026 465

15 Nijmegen 18 F Fall 19.25 T12 D D 11.4 3.4 2.9 297 230

16 Nijmegen 84 F Fall 8.00 C5 D E 5.9 3.2 2.2 302 181

Abbreviations: AIS ch, ASIA impairment scale after 6 or 12 months; AIS vac, ASIA impairment scale within 24h post injury; F, female; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; M, male; MVA, motor
vehicle accident; NA, not applicable; NFH, neurofilament heavy chain; NLI, neurological level of injury; NSE, neuron specific enolase.
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of the AIS severity. This suggests (not surprisingly) that trauma to the
spinal cord causes a release of proteins from the cord into the CSF.
Our objective was to determine if the CSF concentration of these
proteins differed according to injury severity. With the small number
of patients in each AIS grade (A (n¼ 7), B (n¼ 2), C (n¼ 4) and D
(n¼ 3)) and the different time points of CSF collection (ranging from
3 to 24h post injury), there were no significant differences between
each AIS grade for any of the proteins tested. This was in contrast to
the single-center study of Kwon et al.9 in which there were significant
differences between AIS grades in the 24h post-injury CSF
concentrations for a number of different markers, including tau,
S100b, GFAP, IL-6, IL-8 and MCP-1. In our current study, when
stratifying patients as motor complete (AIS AþB) versus motor
incomplete (AIS CþD), there were significant differences in CSF
concentrations of NSE, S100b and NFH.
Aside from the small numbers of patients, a possible explanation

for the variability in CSF concentrations and the inability to
distinguish different injury severities was the variability with which
the CSF was collected in this particularly study—ranging from 3h to
24h post injury, with the mean time of injury to CSF sampling of
14h. Given the complex and dynamic pathology of SCI, it can be
expected that the levels of SCI biomarkers evident within the CSF will
be time dependent26 as shown previously by Kwon et al.9 For instance,

S-100b and NSE reach peak levels at 6 h post injury and are not
detectable after 24h in rats.10,27 This has also been identified in
patients at risk of an ischemic SCI during endovascular stent grafting
where S-100b concentrations peak at 6 h post injury.10 GFAP on the
other hand has been reported to reach peak levels after 24 h in
ischemic SCI.28,29 To date, we are not aware of published studies that
have reported NFH concentrations in the CSF of human SCI patients,
although Casha and colleagues at the University of Calgary have
measured NFH in the CSF of patients enrolled in their prospective
randomized trial of minocycline for acute SCI.5,30 A recent study,
however, used 25 swines in a model that mimics blast-induced
traumatic brain injury. The study identified significantly increased
CSF NFH concentrations at 6 h post injury compared with pre-injury
levels. Remarkably, the NFH decreased again to a level that differed
nonsignificantly compared with pre-injury levels after 24 h.31 Our
data also showed the influence of the time of sampling against the
concentrations of NSE, GFAP and NFH in the seven AIS A patients.
In our previous review,10 we showed that structural biomarkers

were not a sensitive prognostic tool according to the then available
studies. However, a recent study showed the potential of CSF
biomarkers.9 In the study, a biochemical model was created that
utilized the levels of Interleukin-8, S-100b and GFAP at 24h post
injury to classify AIS grade and to predict segmental motor recovery
in 20 cervical SCI patients. The model predicted the observed AIS
grade in 89% SCI patients. In addition, segmental motor recovery in
the upper extremities at 6 months post injury was predicted with
either the CSF concentrations IL-8, S100b and GFAP, or the initial
AIS grade. The biochemical model was comparable with (if not
slightly better than) the initial AIS grade at predicting segmental
motor recovery. Although these are promising results, validation of
the ability for such biomarkers to distinguish injury severity requires
testing in an independent cohort of patients.
Although our data showed no significant differences in S-100b,

Tau, GFAP and NFH concentrations between all the different AIS
grades, the mean CSF concentrations tend to suggest that the more
severely a SCI patient is injured, as determined by the AIS grade, the
higher the concentrations of a structural biomarker. The GFAP and
Tau concentrations in Table 3 also reflect what may be a functional
‘ceiling effect’ with the AIS grading system. Conceptually, if the spinal
cord is traumatically injured to a degree that produces a functionally
‘complete’ AIS A injury, doubling the mechanical severity of injury
may increase the biological extent of injury, but would still result in
the identical injury grading according to the AIS. This increased
biological extent of injury, however, may be reflected in the CSF
concentrations of structural biomarkers such as Tau and GFAP.

Table 2 Mean cerebrospinal fluid concentrations of structural biomarkers per American Spinal Injury Association impairment scale in 16

patients within 24h post injury

AIS vac grade NSE (mg l�1) S-100b (mg l�1) GFAP (mg l�1) NFH (ng l�1) Tau (ng l�1)

A (n¼7) 85.4 (86.2) 426.1 (590.8) 4506.4 (9095.9) 11636.3 (17767.5) 583.6 (805.8)

B (n¼2) 77.7 (9.4) 206 (128.7) 579 (275.7) 12431.5 (14253.2) 405.5 (30.4)

C (n¼4) 32.9 (18.5)a 88.7 (54.2)a,b 326.2 (389.5) 2352 (1800.1)b,c 254.3 (101.4)

D (n¼3) 15.1 (11.5)d 14.9 (20)e 66 (110)e 541.7 (419.5)e 292 (151.8)

Abbrevations: AIS vac, ASIA impairment scale within 24h post injury; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; NFH, neurofilament heavy chain; NSE, neuron specific enolase. The values shown are
mean (s.d.).
aStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between AIS A and AIS C patients.
bStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between AIS B and AIS C patients.
cNote: absent NFH measurement in one AIS C patient.
dStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between AIS A and AIS D patients.
eStatistical significant difference (Po0.05) between AIS B and AIS D patients.

Table 3 Mean cerebrospinal fluid concentrations of structural

biomarkers per improvement in the American Spinal Injury

Association impairment scale in 16 patients after 6 or 12 months

post injury

AIS

improvement

NSE

(mg l�1)

S-100b

(mg l�1)

GFAP

(mg l�1)

NFH

(ng l�1)

Tau

(ng l�1)

A-A (n¼5) 71.8 437.8 6056.9 6846.8 706

A-B (n¼2) 119.5 397 630.1 23610 277.5

B-C (n¼1) 84.3 297 384.0 22510 427

B-D (n¼1) 71 115 773.9 2353 384

C-C (n¼1) 12.2 21.2 42.1 597 152

C-D (n¼3) 39.8 111.2 420.9 3229.5a 288.3

D-D (n¼2) 19.7 20.7 98 661.5 348

D-E (n¼1) 5.9 3.2 2.2 302 181

Abbrevations: AIS ch, ASIA impairment scale after 6 or 12 months post injury; GFAP, glial
fibrillary acidic protein; NA, not applicable; NFH, neurofilament heavy chain; NSE, neuron
specific enolase.
aNote: absent NFH measurement in one AIS C patient.
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However, there is also a considerable variability in the concentra-
tions among the most severely damaged spinal cords, that is, the AIS
A patients. A possible explanation for this variety, may be the time
that the different samples were obtained. Our data showed that this
variability in timing significantly influenced the NFH, NSE and
S-100b concentrations in AIS A patients.
Our results should be interpreted in the context of specific study

limitations. We presented the study results of 16 SCI patients. As we
used strict inclusion criteria, the interpretation of our results is
limited by the small sample size patient numbers. The less severely
injured SCI patients who improved in their AIS grade seemed to have
lower biomarker concentrations, however, the great variability and
small numbers severely limits the conclusions drawn from our
analysis. In addition, our study population limits us from using a
biochemical model with statistical power as proposed by a previous
study.5 Also, our study protocol was not standardized for several
putative confounders such as treatment regimens and blood pressure
augmentation. The method of obtaining CSF differed between the
two centers. As the purpose of this study was to analyze CSF samples
obtained within 24h, we believe that this has not influenced our
results. However, the time between the injury and CSF sampling
differed considerably among the patients in our study, ranging from
3h to 24h, and our data showed that this variability in timing
significantly influenced the NFH, NSE and S-100b concentrations.
Future studies therefore should perform CSF sampling on
predetermined time intervals. Finally, although the AIS is a
recognizable benchmark for the baseline neurologic assessment of
the acute SCI patient, the AIS is a questionable outcome
measurement, as it does not address the functional capabilities.32

As previously mentioned, the diagnostic capabilities of the
currently available biomarkers will not exceed that of the initial
neurological assessments, so long as they are compared with these
neurological assessments as the comparative gold standard.5 Future
studies are needed to determine whether structural biomarkers could
be used as diagnostic markers in those SCI patients where a valid
baseline neurological assessment cannot be obtained, or if they could
better predict long-term outcome than this initial neurological
evaluation.

CONCLUSION

In this study of 16 SCI patients, the structural CSF biomarkers NSE,
S-100b and NFH appeared to correspond with patients having a
motor complete or incomplete SCI. Our data showed no clear
differences in any of the protein concentrations between the different
AIS grades.
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